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INTRODUCING BOLOGNA
Located in the center/north of Italy,
Bologna is the capital of the
Emilia-Romagna region.
Bologna is an art city, very important for
its culture and for its food, in fact it’s
called at the same time “La Dotta” (the
erudite one), for its ancient university, and
“La grassa” (the fat one), for its cuisine.
It’s a medieval city, full of arcades, taverns,
theatres and little shops.
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THINGS TO KNOW
GENERAL INFORMATION
Language
Money
Weather
Electricity and Plugs
Other Information
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GENERAL INFORMATION
Telephone country code: +39
Emergency numbers:
●
●
●
●

General: 112 (A call center will answer and provide you help)
Sanitary emergency: 118
Fire emergency: 115
Police: 113

Time zone during summer: Central European Summer Time (CEST), UTC+2
Time and date format: 24-hour clock (0:00 – 23:59), dd/mm/yy (or yyyy)
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LANGUAGE
The primary language is Italian .
You should not have any problems if you ask for information speaking english in
hotels, at the train station or at the airport.
Only about 30% of the general population speak English. However, since Bologna
is important for its university, there are a lot of students, even from other
countries, that live there and speak english quite well, so if you need some
information asking young people is usually a safe bet.
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USEFUL PHRASES
Thank you
You're welcome
Can you repeat?
Can you speak slowly?
Please
What's your name?
Yes
No
How are you?
Is the tip included?
Excuse me

Grazie
Prego
Può ripetere?
Può parlare più lentamente?
Per favore
Come si chiama?
Sì
No
Come va?
Il servizio è incluso?
Mi scusi
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USEFUL PHRASES
How much does that cost?
I'm sorry
Can I get on the Internet?
I don’t understand
I don’t speak Italian
Can you help me?
Where is the bathroom?
Do you speak English?

Quanto costa/costano?(sg./pl.)
Mi dispiace
Posso collegarmi a Internet?
Non capisco
Non parlo italiano
Mi può aiutare?
Dov’è il bagno?
Parla inglese?
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NUMBERS
1/Uno
2/Due
3/Tre
4/Quattro
5/Cinque
6/Sei

7/Sette
8/Otto
9/Nove
10/Dieci
100/Cento
1000/Mille
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MONEY
Italy is part of the European Union, and the current
currency is the Euro (EUR - €). You can pay with credit
cards almost everywhere.
If you need to change money, you can find an exchange
center at the central station:
FOR EXCHANGE:
Address: Stazione di Bologna Centrale, 40121 Bologna BO
Opening hours: 10-17 (closed on Sundays)
Phone: 800 305 357
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WEATHER
The climate in Bologna in July is good
with sun, but quite dry.
The temperature can reach a
maximum of 32°C (90°F). In the
morning the temperature falls around
23°C (73°F). The average temperature
on July is 28°C (82°F).
On July, The sun rises approximately at
04:44 AM and it sets at 7:57 P.M.
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ELECTRICITY VOLTAGE AND PLUGS
In Italy all plugs provide 220V 50Hz AC power, which should
be good for most european equipment.
If the voltage in your country is between 220V – 250V (such as
in Europe, Australia and most of Asia) you can use your
equipment, otherwise you need an adaptor.
If your devices are made only for 100V and 127V (such as in
the US, Canada and most South American countries) you
cannot use them and you will need a voltage converter.
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ELECTRICITY AND PLUGS
The most common power sockets in Italy are:
Type L: also called Italian socket, it is the most common you’ll find in hotels
room. Can also fit Type C plugs (most common for phone chargers), but Type
F plugs (most common in laptops), most likely will need an adaptor.
Type C: most common in europe, it’s less used in Italy as it won’t fit type L
plugs.
Type F: standard euro socket, also known as Schuko, will fit also type C
(phone chargers) and type E (French) plugs. Most newer flats tend to have at
least one of these, but it is not very common and it is not guaranteed that
you’ll have one in your room. Try using an adapter like the one below.
You can find most kind of adapters in
hardware stores (ferramenta)
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OTHER INFORMATION
Most shops are open 10AM to 8PM, with grocery stores
opening earlier around 7/8AM.
Tobacco shops (Sali e Tabacchi - look around for the
big T) sell more than just cigarettes. They are your
general conveniency shops. There you can buy
batteries, pens, bus tickets and more, as well as
printing documents or making copies.
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ARRIVING TO THE
CITY
BY PLANE
BY TRAIN
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BY PLANE
Bologna Guglielmo Marconi Airport (BLQ) is one of the main
airports in Italy and it has a lot of cheap flights run by low-cost
companies. It is located 6km north-west of the city center and all
flights operate from the same terminal.
You can get from the airport to the city center using the shuttle train
service Marconi Express. It runs between 5:40 AM and midnight
and it will take approximately 7 minutes to get to the city center.
https://www.marconiexpress.it/en/
A one way ticket is 9,20 € and can be bought online. It will take you
to the Bologna Centrale train station, on the outskirts of the city
center, with only one intermediate stop (Lazzaretto)
Taxi service is available as well. A one way trip to the city center will
be around €18-20. You can find both taxis and aerobus outside the
terminal on the ground floor.
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BY TRAIN
The Bologna Centrale station is a large
railway hub. Most highways and railways
connecting northern and southern Italy cross
in Bologna. The high-speed rail services
Frecciarossa (operated by Trenitalia) and Italo
both link Bologna to the other major cities in
Italy. Reserving at least a week in advance is
recommended
https://www.trenitalia.com/en.html
https://www.italotreno.it/en
You can also purchase tickets at the station for
local rail
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GETTING AROUND
BOLOGNA
PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION
TAXI
CAR
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PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION
Bologna doesn’t have a metro, but makes up for it through an efficient
Bus network. The ticketing options are:
●

●
●

HOURLY TICKET: allows for unlimited bus rides over a 75
minutes period. It’s available in newsstands and tobacco shops for
1,50 €, or directly on board for 2 € (though you can only purchase it
through a coin-only ticket machine that will not provide change).
CITY PASS: a carnet of 10 hourly tickets for 14 €
DAILY TICKET: allows for unlimited bus rides over a 24 hours
period, starting from the moment you validate it on the first bus
you get on. and you can find it in the same shops for 6 €.
Visit https://www.tper.it/ to check bus routes and service times
(site in Italian)
TPER call centre: 0039 051 290 290, everyday from 7 AM to 8 PM
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TAXI
Cabs are not very popular among locals, and as such they are not as
readily available as elsewhere. You can find taxi stands in some
specific places (airport, train station, city center, and also in front of
the venue) or you can book one through the Uber* or Wetaxi app, or
by calling these numbers:
●
●
●

COTABO: +39 051.372727 - http://www.cotabo.it/
RADIO TAXI CAT: +39 051.4590 - http://taxibologna.it/?lang=en
PRIORITY TAXI (FOR PEOPLE IN WHEELCHAIRS OR OTHERWISE
IMPAIRED): +39 051 372525 - You can reserve a taxi calling this
number only from monday to friday, from 8am to 5pm

*due to Italian laws, Uber can only be used to book licensed taxis
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CAR
Most of the city center can only be accessed by residents, as it is a
Limited Traffic Zone (Zona Traffico Limitato - ZTL)
You will find signs like the one on the left to tell you where you
can't go. Entering without a permit will result in a fine as there are
cameras that registering every car access.
If your hotel is in the ZTL, you can ask for a temporary pass to
enter and reach the hotel, or you can buy a pass at
https://www.tper.it/ztd (daily pass: 6 € - 4 days pass: 15 €)
Around the venue you can park on the streets on the blue parking
lots, or in large signposted parking areas near the pavillion
entrance (usually you will pay 10-15 € for the entire day).
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REACHING THE
VENUE
GENERAL INFORMATION
PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION
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GENERAL INFORMATION
Bologna LMS is going to be run in the
Bologna Fiera Exhibition Centre. The
event will be in pavillion 33, using
the entrance "Via Aldo Moro"
marked on the map.
http://www.bolognafiere.it/en/home

Pavillion 33

Visit this link to see on Google Maps
https://goo.gl/maps/zoTY43PmnreLhMny8
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PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION
BUS: You can hop on one of several bus lines (detailed page 18) to reach the venue:
●
●
●
●
●

Line 35 towards Aldo Moro: get off at Fiera Aldo Moro stop.
Line 28 towards San Pietro: get off at Fiera Aldo Moro stop.
Line 39 towards Ospedale Maggiore: get off at Fiera Aldo Moro stop.
Line 38 towards Ospedale Maggiore: get off at Serena stop.
Line 38 towards Mille: get off at Serena stop.
Visit www.tper.it to check bus routes and service times (site in Italian)

TRAIN: Both Bologna Centrale and Bologna Centrale P.le Est stations are within walking
distance (5 and 8 minutes walks respectively
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TOURIST
ATTRACTIONS
Piazza Maggiore and Basilica di San Petronio
Le Due Torri
I canali e La Finestrella
Il Quadrilatero e Santa Maria della Vita
Santuario di San Luca
FICO Eataly World
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Piazza Maggiore and Basilica di San Petronio
Piazza Maggiore is the main square of Bologna, surrounded
by the most important buildings of the city: “Palazzo del
Podestà” and the great “Basilica of San Petronio”.
Here you can also find the “Fontana di Nettuno”, a great
monumental fountain. From here it is possible to reach
almost every main attraction walking down the most
important streets: Via dell’Indipendenza, Via Galleria, Via
dell’Archiginnasio.
The Basilica of San Petronio is the main church of Bologna. It
dominates Piazza Maggiore. It is the fifteenth largest church
in the world, 132 metres long and 66 metres wide, while the
vault reaches 45 metres inside and 51 metres in the facade.
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Le Due Torri
The most representative symbol of the city are the two leaning towers:
Torre degli Asinelli and Torre della Garisenda, built in the 12th
century.
The Torre degli Asinelli, 97 m high, is the highest original medieval
tower in Italy. It is the only tower open to the public, you can climb 498
steps to admire a breathtaking “bird’s eye” view. Its story is linked to a
legend about a young man who decided to build the tower to win the
hand of a girl he had fallen in love with.
The Torre della Garisenda is known for its slope! This is due to the
subsidence of the foundation. For this reason, in the mid-fourteenth
century it was lowered to avoid future collapses.
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I Canali e La Finestrella
Bologna has always been a city of
water, a small Venice that is now
largely hidden.
The most evocative glimpse of this
unusual Bologna can be
discovered through a small
window located in Via Piella. Here
you can admire the view on the
old “Canale delle Moline” and
take very suggestive photos.
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Il Quadrilatero e Santa Maria della Vita
The “quadrilatero” is considered the food quarter inside the
city center and it is a very picturesque district. It is a small
quarter between the Two Towers and Piazza Maggiore, that
was once dedicated to trade. Since the Middle Ages, the
ancient streets have hosted the shops of artisans and the
headquarters of commercial corporations.
Wandering around you’ll find old food shops, but also small
restaurants where you can taste all kinds of food. If you
want to take home some food, this is the right place to go.
Hidden between the small streets you’ll find the church
Santa Maria della Vita, built in the 13th century.
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Santuario di San Luca
Above a hill near the city center there is
The Sanctuary of the Madonna of San
Luca.
You can reach this place walking through
the longest arcades of the world, with 666
arches and 4 km long. It connects the gate
of Porta Saragozza with the Sanctuary of
San Luca, on Colle della Guardia.
Someone says that if you express a wish at
the start of the walk, the wish will come
true only when you reach the top of the
hill.
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FICO Eataly World
Just outside the historic center, there
is FICO Eataly World. It is a real
theme park dedicated to Italian
gastronomy.
Here you can taste typical dishes from
all over Italy, divided by areas of
origin and regions and you can see
closely how the foods we eat every day
in Italy are produced.
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One Last Secret
…or seven of them.
Bologna is rumored to possess seven secrets about some of its most famous
attractions, like the canals, the Nettuno fountain and the Archway of Palazzo
del Podestà. You already know one…

If you’re feeling adventurous, try googling "The 7 secrets of Bologna"!
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SPECIAL EVENTS IN
THE WEEKEND OF
THE EVENT
“Back to the Future”
Exhibition
Antiques market
“La Piazzola”
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“Back to the Future” Exhibition
(from 25/06/2022 to 18/09/2022)
Where: Palazzo Belloni, Via de' Gombruti, 13A, Bologna
Opening hours: Wednesdays and Thursdays: 1-6 PM, Fridays and
Saturdays 10AM-8PM, Sundays 10AM-6PM, closed on Monday and
Tuesday.
Price: 12euro

Description: A great collection of original "Back to the Future" themed
memorabilia for the first time on tour in Italy. Over seventy original
memorabilia, actually used by the actors and staff during the production of
the trilogy. Objects from the set, authentic documents, futuristic scenarios to
reveal the secrets and background of one of the film trilogies most loved
ever.
For more information: https://mostraritornoalfuturo.it/
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Antiques Market “La Piazzola”
(from 15/07/2022 to 16/07/2022)

Where: Piazza VIII Agosto, Bologna
Opening hours: all day
Price: free
Description: La Piazzola is the Historical Market of Emilia-Romagna. It’s
perfect for lovers of collecting, here you can find old books, old comics,
posters, period magazines, letters from famous people and illustrated
postcards.
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WHAT NOT TO
MISS IN THE CITY
Shopping in Bologna
Food and Restaurants
Bologna by Night
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Shopping in Bologna
Via Indipendenza connects the train station to the center
of the city, it is the main shopping street, with its clothes
and accessories stores, cafeterias and fast food
restaurants.
If you prefer local market, don’t miss Mercato di Mezzo,
a central location for trade and good food since the
Medieval times. You can also stop here to enjoy your
happy hour. A lot of small and big kiosks will offer you a
wide range of food and beverages, which you can eat in
common tables.
Another popular food market is Orefici Market, where
you can find Italian specialties and regional delicacies.
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Food and Restaurants - Homemade Pasta
A very typical food in Bologna is homemade pasta. One of the most
famous is Tortellini, handmade, meat-stuffed pasta squares. You
can have them two ways: the more traditional, in broth, or also
with cream sauce. You can also try Tagliatelle al ragù Bolognese,
hand-cut pasta, slow-cooked meat, and pure tomato sauce.
Bologna is also the birthing place of everyone’s favorite Lasagna:
green pasta layers alternated with long cooked meat tomato sauce,
parmesan cheese and bechamel.
Where to eat: Sfoglia Rina, Via Castiglione, 5/b (near the 2 Towers)

www.sfogliarina.it
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Food and Restaurants - Pizza
Pizza is probably the most famous dish Italy has to offer. So, while you
are here, you really have to try the original italian pizza. Beware, we
do not prepare hawaiian pizza!
Do you want to get the best of the experience? Ask for a Margherita:
tomato, mozzarella di bufala and some basil: wonderful!

Where to eat:
For a quick slice of superb pizza in the city center, head to Forno Brisa, Via Galliera 34/D
www.fornobrisa.it
For a full pizza dinner near the venue you can also try Pizzikotto, Via del Lavoro, 19
pizzikotto.it/ristoranti/bologna
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Food and Restaurants - Cotoletta alla Bolognese
It is also called Cotoletta Petroniana in honor of
San Petronio, the patron saint of the town.
This is a real explosion of flavor. Veal or
chicken is breaded in the egg and fried, then
baked in the oven with a spoonful of meat
broth, a slice of ham and Grana cheese.

Where to eat: Trattoria Da me - 1937 - Via San Felice 50/A, a typical “Osteria” in Bologna, a warm
and cozy place to eat Emilian food
www.facebook.com/trattoriadame/
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Food and Restaurants - Mortadella and Other Cured Meats
This traditional cured meat from Bologna is a Protected
Geographical Indication (PGI) product. It’s made of finely
hashed or ground heat-cured pork, which incorporates at
least 15% small cubes of pork fat. Peppers, pistachios, or
olives can be added into the mixture. You can try it in a
sandwich, with tigelle or crescentine.
In Bologna you can also find typical cured meats of the Emilia
Romagna region, such as the renowned Prosciutto Crudo di
Parma, also a PGI product.
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Food and Restaurants - Tigelle and Crescentine
Tigelle are small, round, thin pieces of bread
while Crescentine are a kind of fried bread. They
are usually served with different cured pork
meats, pickles, and typical cheeses. Try them with
Squacquerone, a soft, slightly acid fresh cheese,
or Pesto Modenese, a mixture of lard and spices.

Where to eat: Trattoria Nonna Rosa-Via Piave, 31/b. It’s not in the city center, but you will be rewarded
with one of the magical places of the emilian food culture!
www.trattorianonnarosa.it
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Other Suggested Restaurants
Lambrusco: this is probably the best traditional restaurant within
walking distance of the venue. Here you can find good pasta,
crescentine and tigelle with mixed cured meat and cheese. Also,
you’ll find very good wine.
www.lambruscobologna.it
Pane, vino e San Daniele: Right in the city centre, this cozy places
offers the best of the traditional salami of Emilia Romagna and
Friuli, together with the best wine the territory has to offer.
www.panevinoesandaniele.com
“Laboratorio Salumeria Simoni” In the middle of the
“quadrilatero”, in the old center of the city, enjoy a plate of mixed
cured meat and cheese, the best you can find in the city. All
products are selected by the family from small producers.
www.salumeriasimoni.it
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Other Suggested restaurants
Antica Trattoria della Gigina: one of the most famous restaurants in
Bologna. Here you can eat all the specialties of the Emilian cousine, in
particular “Le Mitiche Tagliatelle al Ragù”, maybe the best tagliatelle in
the whole city.
www.trattoriagigina.it

Osteria dell’orsa: located in the city center, it’s a little restaurant where
you can taste local dishes at low prices in a rustic but familiar place.
Beware, they don’t accept reservations!
www.osteriadellorsa.it
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Bologna by Night
The universitary community of Bologna fuels a lively
nightlife scene, especially in the student quarter (via
Zamboni hosts various low budget restaurants and
pubs), the streets around Piazza Verdi and Via del
Pratello. Here you can find plenty of nightclubs, discos
and live music venues.
If you like the thrill of a challenge, there are also several
escape rooms in the city. Check out AdventureRooms
and Resolve
https://www.adventurerooms.it/bologna/
https://escaperoomresolve.it/
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Bologna by Night - Suggested Pubs, Wine Bars, and Disco
BrewDog Bar:
Come here if you love beer and a young setting. This
location is the official reseller of the UK Beer Company.
Reservation is required during the weekend for groups
of more than 5 people.
www.brewdog.com/bars/worldwide/bologna
Vineria Accà:
A lot of good wine, Salami and cheese from every
region with a professional staff. Vegan options
available!
www.accavineria.com
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Bologna by Night - Suggested Pubs, Wine Bars, and Disco
Birreria Baladin:
Set in the modern location of Mercato di mezzo, right in the city
centre, this is an excellent alehouse of a local brewery. The
location also offers many more restaurants and food shops that
share tables, where people in the same group can get different
kind of food and eat together.
www.baladin.it/it/i-locali/baladin-bologna
Jukebox cafe:
It is a rock and roll bistrot in the student area, perfect for
hamburgers (vegetarian or vegan too) and Cocktails.
www.jukeboxcafe.it
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LOCAL RECOMMENDATIONS
-

“You absolutely must try the “tortellini in brodo”, they are very good. The Torre degli
Asinelli is very high, and the descent is scary! Do not go if you suffer from vertigo. The city
center in the evening is very nice because there are many small shops that stay open until
late in the evening, and there are many cheap souvenirs with the typical symbols of the city,
perfect to take back to friends.”

-

“Bologna is the city of porticoes, unique in all of Italy, it’s beautiful to have a walk with the
fresh of the evening air! It’s also the city of the hills, the climb (on foot) from the portico in
the center to the Sanctuary of San Luca is unmissable: the Portico of San Luca is the longest
in the world!”
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LOCAL RECOMMENDATIONS
-

“I recommend taking a guided tour that explains the city a bit, there are many things to see.
Try all the taverns and all the food with friends: cotoletta, lasagna, ravioli, salami, cheeses ...
The Porticoes are beautiful even when it rains because they are protected, they connect well
all the places of interest and along the way there are shops where the shopkeepers are
outside the door and make the tourists try food samples! Delightful.”

-

“Bologna is a university city, so there is a lot of nightlife of all kinds. Where the university
part is, it is full of places where you can drink well and cheaply. The food is very good, but
personally I have had the confirmation that the Bolognese sauce is less heavy than I
thought! Then, this is a gem, near Bologna there is a pub (Black Fire Pub) that makes flambé
beer, an ancient recipe of which they are very jealous.”
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LOCAL RECOMMENDATIONS
-

“The most beautiful thing I have seen in Bologna are the two Towers, really suggestive. One
of their story/legend about their building is also very interesting: there were these two noble
and rich families of Bologna (one was the Asinelli) and when one began to build the tower,
then the other family also wanted to build it, BUT HIGHER. And then this height contest
began! There are many legends about the Towers: for example, it’s said that if you climb the
Asinelli tower before graduating, you may never graduate again. Be careful!”

-

“Avoid the bar in the Central station, it is very expensive; you just need to go a few more
meters to find local shops where you can make a rustic, but very good sandwich with typical
products! The center is full of B&Bs, small but nice, it is much more convenient for getting
around to the city and everything is well connected to reach any place, either on foot or by
local transport.”
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